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ARE YOU GE TING YOUR MONEY'S WORTH? 
Do You Have Sales Resistance? 

"Unwise is the shopper who buys an article just 
because it looks like a bargain. Unlucky is she who 
lacks sales resistance." If you know your needs and 

buy with purpose and 
judgment, you have a 
goodly share of sales 
resistance. Use a shop
ping list, so that you 

...._" will not be swayed by 
,...., , , clever advertising, high-
,,,, r .I. if . 

--.;'"".lfiil.r.;..:;J. ·~ ~ fALE, :; pressure salesmanship, 
·· • /~< ;, • 1.~ fads, appeals, and per-
~ sonal whims. Wise buy

ing provides more last
ing satisfactions, so we 
cannot make a selection 
only by color, size, or 
odor. Since hastily made 

purchases are frequently bad investments, we must 
take time to compare. 

What Do You Have to Spend? 
Let's check the family spending plan. Rent, 

taxes, and insurance are some of the fixed items 
which must stand as they are. But what about the 
allowances for food, clothing, and furnishings? 
They are not fixed items. Therefore, we know that 
we can "up" or "down" our spending for such 
items and that thoughtless buying of these items 
will raise living costs. We realize that planned 
spending will save dollars and actually increase 
the budget allowance for family living. 

Consider the Needs of Your Family 
Wise buyers make selections according to fam

ily needs. If you do your own laundering, durability 
in sheets is important to you. But suppose you send 
the washing out. You'll probably pay by the pound 
for laundering, so you'd be concerned with the 
weight as well as the durability of sheets. 

For a heavyweight muslin sheet, you'd likely 
buy type 140 with threat count 70x70 and break
ing strength 75 pounds lengthwise and crosswise. 
On the other hand, if you have laundry costs to 
consider, you might prefer percale sheets-type 
200 with thread count 104x96 and breaking 
strength 65 pounds. Therefore, informative labels 
help each shopper to select sheets that are best 
suited to her needs. 

Compare Quality 
When trying to decide whether a product is a 

good buy, consider price in terms of quality. As
sume that you are shop
ping for a boy's cotton 
shirt and that you have 
found two that are 
quite similar-each one 
priced at $1.98. Fortu
nately the labels on 
both shirts give specific 
information concerning 
wearing qualities. One 
shirt will withstan~ 50 
trips to the laundry, the 

other 25. There is no question in your mind as to 
which shirt to buy. 

Compare Labels 
Present-day shopping is much more difficult 

than in the "Gay Nineties," for thousands of 
products and brands crowd the market today. 
Therefore it is important that a label tell the whole 
story so that homemakers can make comparisons 
between items. For instance, the label on one bath 
towel states that each square yard will absorb 33 
ounces of moisture. A second label claims 49-ounce 
absorption, and a third claims 60-ounce absorp
tion-about twice as much as the first towel. If 
you like bath towels that are highly absorbent, 
you know from the labels that the third towel is 
best for you. 

Seek Informative Labels 
Informative lapels help us make wise shop

ping decisions. Just what makes a label truly in
formative, you ask? The National Consumer-Re
tailer Council defines an informative label as one 
which gives the following information: 

• Wha:t :the produc:t is made of. 
• How i:t is made or cons:truc:ted. 
• How it will perform or wear . 
•· How ii should be used and cared for. 
•The name and address of manufac:turer. 
• The brand name. 

The Council believes that this information 
should be answered specifically. For example, it is 
not enough for the label to state, "This is a sturdy 
sheet." Rather, sturdiness should be given in terms 
of breaking strength and thread count. When char
acteristics of an article are measurable, the label 
should be specific. 

Look for Hidden Qualities 
Certain qualities of an article are visible while 

others are hidden. For instance, in shopping for a 
wash dress, first try it 
on for fit and attrac
tiveness. Next examine 
the width of the hem 
and the seam stitching. 
These are all visible 
qualities-fairly easy to 
see. Not so easy to de
termine are hidden 
qualities: Is the dress 

washable? Is it color-fast? Will it shrink? Look at 
the label for information on hidden values. 

look for Instructions on Care 
Information concerning care is important, too

especially for new products and new finishes. 
Some of us have had some unhappy experiences 
in the past, and we know that just one washing
the wrong way-can ruin a choice sweater, a bed 
spread, or a blouse. 



New products and finishes are continually ap
pearing on the market-fabrics of combined fibers, 
shrink-resistant processes for woolens, crease-re
sistant finishes for cottons and rayons, and plastic 
articles from bed spreads to dishes. No wonder we 
are sometimes confused! 

We wonder if wool socks with shrink-resistant 
processing can be washed in the machine. Can 
plastic dishes be washed in hot water? Reliable 
answers to these questions should be provided on 
the labels. 

Seek Reliable Labels 
You may have had a rayon dress you bought 

and liked so well-until it was laundered! The 
collar and sleeves on a man's "washable" rayon
gabardine shirt may have shrunk. Rayon draperies 
may have been disappointing because they faded 
soon after hanging. Naturally, we want to avoid 
these poor buys. 

The American Standards Association, in coop
eration with various retail and consumer groups, 
sponsors a standard for rayon. A standard-an 
authorized measure of quality-helps us get our 
money's worth. The adoption of standards for 
rayon depends largely on all of us who buy and 
use rayon. The slight increase in cost assures bet
ter service. 

MANUFACTURERS' LABELS . 
An increasing number of manufacturers· and 

retailers recognize the need for labels that give 
specific information to consumers. An .,.example is 
the Society of the Plastics Industry, wfitch is pro
moting the use of informative labels and tags by 
plastics manufacturers. . y. 

All manufacturers can attach accurate, informa
tive labels to their products at a minimum cost. 
But it is only the large retailers-those who have 
access to testing laboratories-who can develop 
their own informative labels without undue ex
pense. 

You Can Help 
You can encourage manufacturers to use in

formative labels: (1) Ask for informative labels 
and tags. (2) Keep labels and tags giving use and 
care. (3) Save the label as a guide when replacing 
a satisfactory article. (4) When you find a helpful 
label, do something about it-comment on it to a 
salesperson, store manager, or. president; write 
your appreciation to the manufacturer. 

BE A SKILLFUL SHOPPER 
Use a shopping list; shop around. 
Keep within a set price range. 
Compare values of various qualities. 
Compare weights and measures. 
Return goods only when necessary. 
Select by need, 

not by whim. 
Shop in non

rush hours. 
Compare tags 

and labels. 
Handle goods 

carefully. 
Disregard 

so-called 
bargains. 

Don't shop for important items when 
fagged out or in a rushl 
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